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From Mayfair to Sheikh Zayed Road, Novikov Restaurant & Bar is the second Novikov
restaurant to leave its home base in London. Now in Dubai, the Asian restaurant is
making its mark with one of its main attractions - an internationally sourced seafood
market. The unique centerpiece, facing an open kitchen managed by Head Chef
Shane Macneill, is one of the secrets behind keeping their extensively eclectic menu
exciting.

What to eat at Novikov Dubai with Chef
Shane Macneill

!

Learn about the top 5 must try dishes at Novikov according to Head Chef Shane
below.

Book a table at Novikov

1) Wagyu Tacos

The first of the dishes is our top seller the "Wagyu Tacos". We use the highest grade
of full blooded Japanese wagyu beef and painstakingly dice it to a fine cube - or
brunoise as it is called in our professional field. After that we add a ripened chili
pepper which has been smoked, onions, a pinch of salt and a dab of our secret
Novikov sauce. It is then left to marinade so the spices and sauce are absorbed by the
meat and wagyu fat.

It is quickly sautéed and added to a corn taco shell with homemade guacamole,
chipotle salsa and tomato salsa. It is a one bite explosion of completeness,the
textures and #avours take immediate e$ect and the whole experience lets you know
the work and thought that has been put into the preparation of this winning dish. 
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2) Miso Baby Chicken

Secondly for me, as the chef, is our "Miso Baby Chicken". Less than 28 days old and
weighing no more than 500 grams it is succulent, very tender, lean, sweet and
preferred by many chefs these days as opposed to chicken as it has a more delicate
#avour. In this particular recipe at Novikov we de-bone and steep in soya bean paste,
sake rice wine, mirin (sweet cooking liquor), kimchee base and soy sauce. It is a brief
marinade as miso tends to replace the water inside the fish, poultry, or meat making
it dry.

A miso marinade only ever needs three components: miso, alcohol, and some
saccharine form such as mirin or sugar. The sugar content in the mirin guarantees a
crisp and nicely-charred surface on the spring chicken. We accompany it with
homemade pickled cucumber and a lime wedge to add some acidity. Spicy, sweet,
acidic and awesome! 
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3) Hamachi Carpaccio

The "Hamachi Carpaccio" is one of the dishes where our clients tend to order a
second round, this quite simply speaks for itself! Our yellow tail comes from
Matsuura which is in the prefecture of Nagasaki southern Japan.

It’s a mountainous region next to the sea, rural and has one of the biggest fish
markets in Japan, I was there last year and it is incredibly beautiful and green. For the
carpaccio itself firstly we sharpen our knife in order to thinly slice the Hamachi and
carefully place it onto the plate. Maldon sea salt is sprinkled over and drizzled with
tru%e dressing which completely covers the carpaccio. We add salad leaves and
sliced seasonal tru%es for texture. “Through simplicity comes great beauty.”

" #
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4) Novikov Peking Duck

The 15th century dish remastered is a must here in Novikov! Based on the classic, the
duck is blanched, stu$ed with herbs, salt spice and a maltose vinegar is poured over
the whole duck before hanging for 3 days. In this time the whole duck absorbs all of
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these heavy #avours and this increases during the roasting. Just imagine the crispy,
amber-toned skin. That juicy, melt-in-your-mouth breast meat. Those deeply
nuanced, deeply aromatic #avors, expertly engineered to send your pleasure sensors
a-spinnin’. 

5) Quail Egg and Tru"e Gunkan

The "quail egg and tru%e Gunkan" has more benefits for your body than a Swiss
health farm. Starting with an impressively high level of vitamin A, B and C to help
neutralize free radicals and boost your metabolism. They are high in minerals and
also help sooth allergies. With the addition of tru%e, Sushi rice, crispy batter and
chives this is our 5th element! Packed with #avour and texture this little creation
came at one of our finest hours.
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Holiday Inn Dubai – Al Barsha hosts
art exhibit

Find out which six head chefs made the shortlist for standalone outlet for the
Caterer Awards 2017

Francesco GuarracinoFrancesco Guarracino
Roberto’s Abu DhabiRoberto’s Abu Dhabi

Francesco Guarracino comes from a family of chefs, with his father being a
revered two Michelin-starred chef. Guarracino started working in professional
kitchens from the age of 11 learning the discipline necessary for success.

Louis Kenji HuangLouis Kenji Huang
Maki BahrainMaki Bahrain

Louis Kenji Huang comes from Chinese and Japanese origins. Huang grew up
between Tokyo and the US and from a very young age he was exposed to the rich
world of cuisine through his father and grandfather.

Michele SpadoneMichele Spadone
Aubaine, The Dubai MallAubaine, The Dubai Mall

From sous chef in London to head chef in Dubai in just four years, proves just how
Spadone has excelled in his role. Spadone adapted quickly to his new business
environment ensuring Aubaine successfully launched in December 2015.

Roudy PetersenRoudy Petersen
Catch Restaurant & Lounge Abu DhabiCatch Restaurant & Lounge Abu Dhabi

Petersen is an essential member of Catch. The synergy between Catch’s dining
room and kitchen gives Petersen the freedom to express his talent through an
inspired menu that changes with the seasons.

Shane MacneillShane Macneill
NovikovNovikov

Leadership is the opportunity to influence and inspire a younger generation of
future head chefs. It starts with providing a clear picture and being able to
communicate that to the brigade, creating positive one-on-one relationships.

Cinu ChandranCinu Chandran
Urban BistroUrban Bistro

Cinu’s journey with food saw him travel to the UAE. Chandran is now  the head
chef at Urban Bistro. He takes on more than just the kitchen as he oversees the
café’s daily running whilst creating dishes, and working with local farmers and
suppliers.
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REVIEWS DETAIL

NOVIKOV BRUNCH, SHERATON GRAND HOTEL
April 12, 2017   |   Mr & Mrs B
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Novikov Brunch, Sheraton Grand Hotel
Brunch Reviews | In Unspecified on April 12th, 2017
400-500 AED
Unspecified
If we had never set foot inside Novikov, we would have continued with the popular misconception that it was a Restaurant of an Eastern European predilection.
Russian, Slavic, Balkan…certainly not Pan-Asian. From Mayfair to Sheikh Zayed Road, Novikov Dubai is the second restaurant outside London for restaurant guru
Arkady Novikov (who is definitely Russian) and boasts an eclectic menu showcasing a fresh seafood market and fresh, International produce, inspired by Head Chef,
Shane Macneill. Now that we got our head around the concept, the venue itself is a stunning space, both grandiose and lavish. A real feast for the eyes, it simply oozes
class. THE FOOD A Fish lovers paradise, Novikov provides sushi, sashimi and all the Japanese fish classics from the deliciously succulent black cod to beautifully
prepared spicy prawn dimsum baskets. After tucking into various sushi for starters we sampled the non-fish elements to get a flavour of what else is on offer. Beef and
Chicken skewers, duck pancakes and beef tacos meant there was plenty of small nibbles to feast upon if you've hadenough of the fish selection. Desert ticked all the
usual boxes with fruit and chocolate fountain, a variety of cakes and even freshly prepared waffles. We have included the menu below to give you a complete flavour: 

 THE
MENU: SOUPS -- choice of White miso or tom yung APPETIZERS & EGGS - choice of Peking duck, salmon, beef or vegetable SALADS - Seaweed, green salad,
cucumber tataki, tomato & tofu STEAMED BUNS - 3 PIECES - Spicy chicken and coriander, vegetable FUKU WRAPS - Prawn tempura, Hoisin duck and miso
baby chicken 

MedM.Brunch
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(http://www.dubaiing.com/restaurants/al-
Royal China
(http://www.dubaiing.com/restaurants/royal-

Hyatt Regency Dubai Creek
Heights

& posted on Mar 20, 2017

The new look gourmet weekend celebration, from the maverick mind that
brought Mayfair’s duck salad and lobster tacos to the region, will become
one of the most sought after tables on a Friday for foodie aficionados and
families alike. The Novikov Brunch inspires a heady atmosphere for the
weekend, an animated yet relaxed ambiance with live music and an eye-
catching market theme. Eight different interactive cooking stations will
delight guests, including delicate dim sum, authentic sushi and a lavish
dessert and waffle station, complimented with a pop-up bar serving hand
crafted beverages, such as Novikov’s unique organic dextoxers,
designed to kick start the long weekend of indulgence with revitalising
ingredients. Parents can unwind and enjoy the delicious offerings as
Noivkov’s private dining room is transformed into a ‘Kid’s Only Area’,
providing a sanctuary of fun and amusement. In partnership with Happy

CURRENT EVENTS

You better shape up, because
one of the greatest musicals of
all time is about to electrify...

World Art Dubai (WAD) was
created to cater to Dubai’s
insatiable demand for...

GRAB THE DEALS
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room-dubai-l2342.html)
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The Lebanese gastronomy is a

Lebanese regions. The recipes

(http://www.dubaiing.com/restaurants/royal-
china-l2018.html)
& Jan 2, 2016

From a humble beginning in
1996 to an award winning
chain of restaurants, Royal
China always believed that only
the very best is good...

Heights
(http://www.dubaiing.com/hotels/hyatt-
regency-dubai-creek-
heights-l2354.html)
& Nov 17, 2016

Standing tall and overlooking
Dubai creek, Hyatt Regency
Dubai Creek Heights is five star
hotel in Dubai near Dubai
Healthcare City. The hotel...

La Dolce Vida at
3in1
(http://www.dubaiing.com/offers/155-
La-Dolce-Vida-at-
3in1-.html)
& Apr 5, 2017

The perfect Tuesday promo
gives guests stylish outdoor
dining with an al fresco touch
that will bring you...

Chee[r]se at
Stage2 Vida
Downtown
(http://www.dubaiing.com/offers/156-
Cheerse-at-
Stage2-Vida-
Downtown-.html)
& Apr 5, 2017

Experience the revamped
Chee[r]se night with an
extensive array of gourmet
cheeses from all around the...

All You Can Eat
Sushi at
Downtown Toko
(http://www.dubaiing.com/offers/157-
All-You-Can-Eat-
Sushi-at-
Downtown-
Toko.html)
& Apr 5, 2017

Downtown Toko will captivate
Dubai’s discerning foodie
crowd with the ultimate
Monday night...

Italian Easter
Celebrations at
Bussola
(http://www.dubaiing.com/offers/152-
Italian-Easter-
Celebrations-at-
Bussola-.html)
& Mar 30, 2017

Box the Novikov team will offer a range of themed entertainment and
activities to keep kids happy and occupied, with a specially prepared
Children’s bento box also available.

Revel in the highest quality food, faultless service and energetic
atmosphere with family and friends every weekend at Novikov Dubai.

Name: Brunch at Novikov Dubai

Date: Every Friday

Time: 1:00pm - 4:00pm

Offer: 

Chrildren’s Bento box AED 195. 

Pei Mei, AED 310 per head 

Includes soft drinks and Novikov Detoxers. 

Gugo Yubara, AED 410 per head. 

Includes house spirits, sommelier selection of wines and beers. 

O-Ren Ishii, AED 545 per head

Includes Laurent Perrier Champagne, house spirits, sommelier selection
of wines and beers

[Prices subject to 10% Municipality fees]

Location: Novikov Restaurant, Sheraton Grand Hotel, Dubai UAE

Website: www.novikov-dubai.com (http://www.novikov-dubai.com/)

For reservations: reservations@novikov-dubai.com
(mailto:reservations@novikov-dubai.com) or +971 (0)4 388 8744

 

YAK Events is thrilled to
announce that BLUE MAN
GROUP, the wildly popular
theatrical...

The DUBAI LATIN FEST (DLF)
is one of the world’s biggest
festivals of its kind. It...

Looking for something festive
to do this weekend? Piknic
Électronik is a great place...

From November 14th, Burj
Khalifa welcomes James Bond
exhibition, Designing 007: 50
Years of...

The Laughter Factory is the
Middle East’s longest-running

Source: www.dubaiin.com – 20/03/2017
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Every year we scour the city to bring you the unparalleled dining experiences it has to offer, and every year we continue to be utterly impressed. We review
more than 500 restaurants, bars, cafés, pubs, afternoon teas, brunches and breakfasts that make up our ever-evolving, constantly improving restaurant scene.
We visit anonymously and pay for our meals, so we get the same experience as any other guest, allowing us to bring you the very best establishments and
dining experiences that Dubai has to offer.

What follows are the 65 venues that outshone all of the others we experienced – the winners of our 12th annual Time Out Dubai Restaurant Awards.

   

Dubai’s 65 Best RestaurantsDubai’s 65 Best Restaurants
Don’t just book any restaurant – book one of Dubai’s best restaurants. Here are the 65 best restaurants in town

By Time Out Dubai staff February 20, 2017

View Restaurant Awards 2017 full list  

AsianAsian

Winner
PLAY Restaurant & Lounge
This restaurant has pushed the boundaries since opening and continues to refresh its menu with new and interesting takes on Asian food. It’s fusion in the
most creative and successful way possible. There isn’t a bad dish to be had.
Open daily 6pm-3am. The H Dubai, Sheikh Zayed Road (04 336 4444).

Highly commended
China Grill
You get top-class food in generous portions. The interiors are stylish and it has a beautiful terrace. Try the dim sum.
Open Sat-Mon, Wed-Thu 7pm-1am; Tue 6.30pm-1am; Fri 8pm-1am. The Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina, King Salman Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
Street (04 511 7333).

Novikov
Not sure what “swanky” means? Step inside Novikov and take a look around. It serves an indulgent, exquisite take on pan-Asian food.
Open Sun-Thu noon-3pm, 6pm-3am; Fri-Sat noon-3am. Sheraton Grand Hotel, Dubai, Sheikh Zayed Road (04 388 8744).

ChineseChinese

Winner
Royal China
The smart DIFC spot has moody décor, is stylish and atmospheric, and has an impressive terrace for outdoor dining. The ceremony surrounding Chinese food
is preserved here, and the cuisine is allowed to shine with traditional dishes as well as some innovative touches. It’s also good value considering the quality.
Open daily 11.30am-1am. Gate Precinct Building 4, DIFC (04 354 5543).

Highly commended
Hakkasan
An absolutely excellent restaurant, with stylish design and some wonderful cooking. It’s pricey, but the food is very good. The dim sum platter is superb, as are
the frequent set menus for Chinese celebrations.
Open daily 7pm-2am; Fri noon-4pm. Jumeirah Emirates Towers, Sheikh Zayed Road (04 384 8484).

Zheng He’s
An old-school choice, perhaps, but a revamp gave this old favourite a new lease of life. With top-quality dim sum and a kitchen that certainly knows its way
around a Peking duck, Zheng He’s made quite the impression on us this year.

View Restaurant Awards 2017 full list  
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Street (04 511 7333).

Novikov
Not sure what “swanky” means? Step inside Novikov and take a look around. It serves an indulgent, exquisite take on pan-Asian food.
Open Sun-Thu noon-3pm, 6pm-3am; Fri-Sat noon-3am. Sheraton Grand Hotel, Dubai, Sheikh Zayed Road (04 388 8744).

ChineseChinese

Winner
Royal China
The smart DIFC spot has moody décor, is stylish and atmospheric, and has an impressive terrace for outdoor dining. The ceremony surrounding Chinese food
is preserved here, and the cuisine is allowed to shine with traditional dishes as well as some innovative touches. It’s also good value considering the quality.
Open daily 11.30am-1am. Gate Precinct Building 4, DIFC (04 354 5543).

Highly commended
Hakkasan
An absolutely excellent restaurant, with stylish design and some wonderful cooking. It’s pricey, but the food is very good. The dim sum platter is superb, as are
the frequent set menus for Chinese celebrations.
Open daily 7pm-2am; Fri noon-4pm. Jumeirah Emirates Towers, Sheikh Zayed Road (04 384 8484).

Zheng He’s
An old-school choice, perhaps, but a revamp gave this old favourite a new lease of life. With top-quality dim sum and a kitchen that certainly knows its way
around a Peking duck, Zheng He’s made quite the impression on us this year.
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BRUNCH RESUMES AT
NOVIKOV DUBAI
Weekend brunch returns to
Novikov Dubai after a Ramadan
break

Share this article

Dubai, UAE – June 2016 – Brunch at Novikov caused a sensation amongst the

UAE’s foodies and scenesters since it was introduced in May this year. The Asian

weekend celebration, from the maverick mind that brought Mayfair’s duck salad

and lobster tacos to the region, was an instant sell-out success, becoming one of

the most sought after tables on a Friday. After a short pause for Ramadan, the

lively brunch resumes from Friday 8 July, just in time for Eid celebrations.
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Located in the Sheraton Grand hotel on Sheikh Zayed Road, Novikov has built an

impressive reputation for offering world-class selections of hybrid dishes

accompanied with signature glamour and delivered with an upbeat tempo.

Brunch translates this heady atmosphere for the weekend, with an eye-catching

market theme that features eight different interactive cooking stations,

including delicate dim sum, authentic sushi and a lavish dessert and waffle

corner, complimented with two pop-up bars serving hand crafted beverages. 

Guests can kick back and relax with refreshing day lounge beats from DJ Alex T,

known for effortlessly throwing together an eclectic Chill House mix. The

talented DJ has been head hunted to play alongside giants such as Adapter,

Marco Yanes, Oxia , Adriatique , H.O.S.H and many more.

Brunch showcases Novikov’s love affair with all that is sumptuous, seasonal and

unique. So dear bruncher, what are you waiting for?  Pull up a chair and press

play on one of the best weekend get-togethers in town!

Brunch at Novikov runs weekly on Fridays from 12 till 4 PM.

For reservations, call +971 04 38 888 744 or email: Reservations@Novikov-

Dubai.com

Novikov: Brunch Packages

Pei Mei, AED 370 per head

Includes soft drinks and Novikov Detoxers

Gugo Yubara, AED 490 per head

Includes house spirits, sommelier selections of wines and beers

Featured
Recruiters

deficiencies that do n...

View Job

Vacation Rentals 16 Mar 2017 

Technician I The Maintenance Technician

performs all general facili...

View Job
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O-Ren Ishii, AED 545 per head

Includes Champagne, house spirits, sommelier selection of wines and beers

About Novikov Restaurant & Bar Dubai

From Mayfair to Sheikh Zayed Road, Novikov Restaurant & Bar Dubai is the

second restaurant outside London for the Novikov Restaurant Group, the

phenomenally successful company headed by Arkady Novikov, the restaurant

guru who changed the face of dining in London. Novikov Dubai is an Asian

Restaurant that launched in Dubai in August 2015, boasting an eclectic menu

showcasing a Fresh market with International produce and organic vegetables,

led by Executive Chef, Shane Macneill.

The restaurant-meets-lounge is divided into two sections; the Market and the

Lounge, each boasting a unique flavor, with the private dining room situated

upstairs looking over the venue itself. Brought to life by Geometry Design

Moscow, think cool granite walls, natural leather, and cracked stone, with The

Seafood Market and open kitchen an interior highlight not to be missed.

Novikov Dubai is open seven days a week for lunch from 12pm – 3pm, Sunday to

Thursday, and 12pm – 6pm on Friday and Saturday with a unique Brunch offer on

Fridays between 12pm and 4pm. The restaurant and lounge are open daily for

dinner from 6pm to 2am.

Instagram: @NovikovDubai | Facebook: Novikov Dubai | Twitter: NovikovDXB

About Bulldozer Group

Bulldozer Group is a leading hospitality group specializing in bringing

internationally renowned luxury restaurant brands to Dubai. The brands within

the group are aligned with celebrated restaurateurs at the forefront of the global

industry. Their presence in the market heralds International and iconic dining

brands including Novikov, Cipriani Toko and Sass Café. The Group also oversees

an array of popular club brands including Movida and VIP Club with expansion

plans to include more luxury concepts to be announced throughout 2016.

Please click here to view all news articles



Novikov’s Chef Thinks You Should Know
These 3 Things About Ordering Fish

‘Where is your lobster from — Canada or Scotland?’ It’s the kind of line that is
completely legit if you are a fish connoisseur and happen to be in Novikov.

Fish is in right now, and Dubai is booming with restaurants to serve all your
sushi and sashimi cravings. Novikov, now an established Dubai favorite, is a top
choice not only thanks to its cool crowd and chic interiors, but more
importantly for the quality of seafood it attains from top international
resources.

Tried and tested, the sea urchin from Japan, rose shrimps from Portugal, tuna
from Spain, and caviar from the Amur River between Russia and China are all
Savoir Flair favorites. Don’t forget to look around while indulging in the food,
as the restaurant is known to be frequented by international celebrities visiting
Dubai.

Below, Novikov’s Head Chef, Shane Macneill, shares his top tips to note before
ordering fish.

Photo: Courtesy of Novikov
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Sustainability

“Because of overfishing, one-third of global
fish populations are overexploited and

dangerously low, so choosing pole- or line-
caught fish maybe a client’s way

of stabilizing stocks. Joining a community-
supported fishery is an excellent way to

know exactly where your fish comes from,
who caught it, and how. By simply asking

your restaurant if it offers sustainable
seafood, you can help shape demand for

fish that has been caught or farmed in
environmentally responsible ways.”

Mercury Levels

“Mercury levels in fish are extremely high
and getting higher, so stick to fish and

seafood that contain the least mercury,
such as red mullet, plaice, sardines, and

scallops.”

Flavor

“With regards to people who have a
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Be in the know.
Every day, receive Savoir Flair's top articles straight to

your computer or smartphone. It's never been easier

to stay up-to-date on the latest fashion, beauty, and

lifestyle stories.

CLICK TO GET THE LATEST NEWS ON YOUR DEVICE

You can stop notifications at any time.

Novikov’s new menu, with exciting dishes such as lobster thai pepper, chu-toro

quail egg, and truffle gunkan, makes it another excuse to book in a visit very

soon and put your newly gained knowledge to practice.

Sheraton Grand Hotel, Sheikh Zayed Road

www.novikov-dubai.com

(+971) 4 388 8744

preference to lean and fatty fish, or fish

that are high in flavor, I would suggest the

following: For fatter and full-flavored fish,

the choice would be salmon, sardines,

mackerel, trout, and tuna. For leaner and

lighter-tasting fish, I would suggest Dover

sole, halibut, skate, sea bream, sea bass,

and cod.”

FOOD
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DINING AND FOOD TRIED AND TESTED REVIEW: NOVIKOV AT SHERATON GRAND HOTEL

Review: Novikov at Sheraton Grand Hotel 

Updated on 01 December 2015

Famed London hotspot known for its chic clientele, dynamic menu and elegant atmosphere across the
Asian Room, Italian Room and Lounge, Novikov, is now in Dubai and has been much anticipated. So of
course, we had to check it out! The private entrance, high vaulted ceilings and elegant décor make it a
little bit different to anything else in the city - and the food is simply a must-try.

What we ate

The menu is served sharing style so in the interests of writing an all-round review, we tried quite a few

dishes! We started with the freshest sashimi selection, a Nigiri selection and I absolutely had to have the

Tuna Avocado Maki. We also tried the crab and avocado salad and the Wagyu tacos. Then from the grill,

we had the miso baby chicken and the black cod.

Verdict

Love it! The sharing style and the portion sizes really worked for me; I felt like I was able to try different

dishes without getting too full before the mains came. And the food is fantastic, everything was beautifully

fresh and superbly cooked. Yum!

Price

Appetisers start from Dhs 20, sushi and sahimi from Dhs 60 and mains from Dhs 80.

For reservations or further information, call 04-3888744. - L.C.
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By Sophie Voelzing | November 4, 2015

This swanky restaurant and bar recently opened its doors in the region, following the success of its London branch, and is
rapidly making waves in Dubai’s culinary scene. As you enter, you’ll find a bar with ample seating and super-friendly
bartenders who’ll be sure to fix you up with a delicious drink. The elegantly-furnished venue …

Continue reading

This swanky restaurant and bar recently opened its doors in the region, following the success of its London branch, and is
rapidly making waves in Dubai’s culinary scene.

As you enter, you’ll find a bar with ample seating and super-friendly bartenders who’ll be sure to fix you up with a delicious
drink. The elegantly-furnished venue is full of quirky, chic décor with ‘dinosaur egg’ lighting, beautifully-carved wooden
ceilings and more.

Take a stroll to the ‘seafood market’ displaying the freshest and finest catches that can be selected for dinner before being
seated. The portions are surprisingly generous and Chef Shane McNeil can whip up options for every palette. We opted for
salt and pepper tofu along with a selection of sushi and Maki rolls to start. I ate the portion of scrumptious tofu single-
handedly, while my dining partner relished rolls of tuna, avocado, salmon and more. Following a green salad with truffle,
which was flavoursome without being overpowering, our mains arrived. I tucked into the fried tofu rolls – tofu encompassed
in nests of fried noodles complemented by a tangy mango dip – while we shared the Novkiov grilled black cod, which was
tender and cooked to perfection.

To finish, the chocolate fondant served with ice cream is an unmissable dessert.

I have already returned to Novikov since, so it’s safe to say that I would thoroughly recommend a visit!

If you want to go: Dhs350+ per person, excluding drinks. Call 04-3888744
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OUR 5 FAVOURITE
THINGS ABOUT NOVIKOV

DUBAI
BY LAUREL MUNSHOWER



 

Visiting the brand-new venue for its grand-
opening party this week, we found there’s plenty

to like about the popular London transplant

Stow that Louis Vuitton weekender at home because
you no longer need to jet set off to London to indulge in
one of the city’s long-standing hotspots. Entrepreneur
and restaurateur Arkadiy Novikov has brought his
eponymous eatery to Dubai, and after experiencing the
restaurant’s grand opening in the Sheraton Grand Hotel
this week, we’re looking forward to many happy returns.

While the atmosphere was just as glamorous as one
would expect from the brand, the opening night threw
in some surprises to ensure the launch would be one to
remember – and here are five of our favourite discoveries
from the evening.
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1. Food glorious food 

 A contemporary Asian menu is filled with decadent
cuisine from roasted Peking duck temptingly on display
in the open kitchen to succulent king crab legs chilling
on the vast seafood bar. But we were most impressed
with the enormous yellowfin tuna that was carved
before our very eyes and served up as melt-in-your-mouth
sashimi, and the nimble fingers of the chefs meticulously
creating exquisite little purses of deliciousness at the live
dim sum station. A dalliance between Japan and Mexico
has resulted in mini wagyu beef tacos that are a must-try
nibble.

2. RED-HOT DÉCOR 

Almost literally. Entering Novikov feels like suddenly
finding yourself in a Bond-villain’s lair tucked beneath an
active volcano. Japanese-influenced, rich wooden
furnishings and charcoal-coloured stone accents are
surrounded by dark walls with angular cracks that
emanate a sultry red glow, while the oversized lighting
hanging above is evocative of molten balls of lava. It’s
the ideal scene for an evening of intrigue and mystery.

3. IN SKILLED HANDS

Head chef Shane Macneill serves up an exceptional
Asian dining experience. With previous stints in a
number of Nobu Matsuhisa’s celebrated kitchens, as
well as Yotto Japanese by Cipriani in Abu Dhabi, diners
are well advised to arrive ready to feast.



4. Multiple personalities

Over a two-storey spread of 13,000 sqm, four opulent
areas dish out distinct experiences. A spacious dining
room showcasing touches of Asian design flair is the
main event with ample space to accommodate intimate
date nights and celebratory groups of friends, while the
mezzanine level hosts elite private dining parties. But if a
multi-course meal isn’t what you’re hungering for, guests
can also grab a smaller bite at the sushi bar, or settle into
the lounge area accented by glowing purple panels with
a cardamom-tinged martini.

5. DINNER AND A SHOW

While it’s unlikely to be a staple during a usual night of
dining, women clad in futuristic Japanese attire (the



most over-the-top outfits even doubled as serving tables)
were just the beginning of a whimsical evening that
featured elegant dancing geisha and a pair of impossibly
lithe contortionists-slash-acrobats. The imaginative
evening has us looking forward to things to come.

Source: DESTINATIONS OF THE WORLD NEWS – 01/10/2015
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Novikov Restaurant & Bar opens today
Stacie Overton Johnson   |   August 5, 2015

Novikov Restaurant & Bar opens today at the Sheraton Grand Hotel in Dubai. The new 13,000 square
metre restaurant serves up progressive Asian cuisine from Japan, China and Southeast Asia.

The restaurant is the brainchild of Russian entrepreneur and restaurateur Arkadiy Novikov. The
restaurant already has popular locations in Moscow and London. This is the first Novikov Restaurant in
the Middle East.

Novikov’s executive chef is Shane Macneill, who has previously worked in several Nobu Matsuhisa
restaurants around the world as well as Yotto Japanese restaurant by Cipriani at Yas Marina & Yacht
Club in Abu Dhabi. Signature dishes on the menu include the Novikov Peking duck, king crab leg
wasabi gratin and toro tartare with caviar.

Novikov will have four distinct areas that encircle an open kitchen: a bar & lounge; a sushi counter; the
main dining room; and a mezzanine private dining room. The two-level restaurant, which can seat 280

Novikov Restaurant & Bar will be open nightly for dinner, serving up signature Asian cuisine. Courtesy Novikov
Restaurant & Bar
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guests, will have its own main road entrance off of Sheikh Zayed Road.

Novikov is open nightly from 6pm to 11:30pm. The lounge area will stay open until 2am. For
reservations, call 04 388 8744
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ovikov Restaurant & Bar opens today at the Sheraton Grand Hotel
in Dubai. The new 13,000 square metre restaurant serves up
progressive Asian cuisine from Japan, China and Southeast Asia.

The restaurant is the brainchild of Russian entrepreneur and restaurateur
Arkadiy Novikov. The restaurant already has popular locations in Moscow
and London. This is the first Novikov Restaurant in the Middle East.

Novikov’s executive chef is Shane Macneill, who has previously worked in
several Nobu Matsuhisa restaurants around the world as well as Yotto
Japanese restaurant by Cipriani at Yas Marina & Yacht Club in Abu Dhabi.
Signature dishes on the menu include the Novikov Peking duck, king crab
leg wasabi gratin and toro tartare with caviar.

Novikov will have four distinct areas that encircle an open kitchen: a bar &
lounge; a sushi counter; the main dining room; and a mezzanine private
dining room. The two-level restaurant, which can seat 280 guests, will
have its own main road entrance off of Sheikh Zayed Road.

Novikov is open nightly from 6pm to 11:30pm. The lounge area will stay
open until 2am. For reservations, call 04 388 8744

Novikov Restaurant & Bar opens at the Sheraton Grand Hotel in Dubai. Courtesy Novikov
Restaurant & Bar
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How Ali Khalifeh is boosting Dubai's 'sneakerhead' community, even in the pandemic
    

Posted by Youbetterfly on Wednesday 13th October 2021 Wednesday 13th October 2021

We Had a great chat with The National to discuss sneakers and our role in the community. Sneakers are all about the human connection and the hustle, our collaboration
with THAT Concept store is a proof that sneakers is an essential part of your lifestyle now.

Check out the full article below: 

https://www.thenationalnews.com/lifestyle/luxury/2021/10/13/how-ali-khalifeh-is-boosting-dubais-sneakerhead-community-even-in-the-pandemic/
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